
Star of the Show
© Debi Montgomery
Fabric Requirements

This four fabric beauty is likely one of my favourites, with the stars and secondary patterns 
playing so well for this stunning design to be the “Star of the Show”. I am really excited to get 
into this one! 

For the fabrics, we will be using four hues. You can even go monochrome as long as all four 
fabrics have heaps of contrast between hues. We will use three fabrics to make the bulk of 
the centre design with the DARK only being used in one set of blocks… it comes in at the 
pieced border. Our BACKGROUND was designed as a light, but you can use anything you 
wish as long as it remains in the background, nothing to “loud” here. Solid, small print, tone on 
tone, even a medium print, as long as it isn’t distracting. We need to have a complimenting 
fabric, but there must be contrast between the background and this COMPLIMENT. Finally, 
we need a FOCUS fabric, one that tells the bulk of the story.. your favourite colour maybe. 
You will also want this to be a small to medium print as we are not making large cuts with it 
and I wouldn’t want to lose a large print. 

You have three sizes to choose from, same design, a square. You could make this a 
rectangle, but you will want to wait to see the layout to decide where you want to add and 
what you want to add for the difference. You could also make it a larger square by adding an 
additional border. There is a pieced border as part of the design, you can adjust these 
measurements to make it smaller or larger as well. I have also included enough fabric in the 
FOCUS to bind with. Here’s what we need:

I will be using a controlled scrappy BACKGROUND 
as I don’t have enough yardage to accomplish this.

Special tools:
Tri-recs (optional)

10” blocks
70” square

12” blocks
84” square

15” blocks
108” square

BACKGROUND 2-3/4 yards 4 yards 6 yards

DARK 1-1/4 yards 1-3/4 yards 2-3/4 yards

FOCUS 1-3/4 yards 2-1/4 yards 3 yards

COMPLIMENT 3/4 yard 1 yard 1-1/2 yards
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